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overall, i like whatsup gold as a standalone product. but i prefer monitoring center for its ability to
centralize all of the data it collects from the monitored devices, the inclusion of historical data, and
the more user-friendly interface. monitoring center also offers a more cost-effective option because

of its lower price. however, if you need a product that only collects data, then whatsup gold is a
good alternative. in addition to its cost-effective price, whatsup gold also offers a lot of functionality.
for instance, it integrates with microsoft active directory for accurate identification of computers and

allows you to monitor network activity in all of the subnets and vlans on your network. the
installation process for whatsup gold is relatively straightforward. however, you will have to ensure

that all of the applications you want to monitor are installed on the target computers before you
begin the installation process. the manual is a little lacking in terms of explaining how to configure

devices, subnets, and services and why certain settings have to be set. i wish whatsup gold had
been available when we built our new network, and i wish i had known about it earlier in the design
process. as it happens, it turns out that its the exact type of solution we needed. ipswitch whatsup

gold premium v16 makes it easy to implement, manage, and test network monitoring for most
network infrastructures, and it provides comprehensive, real-time visibility into how devices and
devices communicate. whatsup gold helps you gain control over what is happening within your

infrastructure.
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reporting and analytics.
clicking the options

button on the top-right
of the screen opens the

whatsup gold menu.
whatsup gold is a

product that is easy to
use and adopt. whatsup

gold can be set up in
minutes and includes a

simple and intuitive
interface that will guide

you through the process.
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whatsup gold is a fairly
mature product, with a

five-year history of
development, and has
received good reviews

from users, in particular,
the product is highly

recommended by sans
and by network device
vendors such as cisco,

juniper and aruba. it also
has a fairly active user
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